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Bloons Super Monkey App Description 1.5.3 Update: Improved iOS 8 compatibility. Overview: A Monkey, a Super-Suit, and a Million Bloons. Soar through 5 worlds of Bloon-popping goodness for the whole family as you earn your way through more than 20 super-power upgrades. With simple controls that anyone can play but plenty of
late stage challenge for experienced players, bloons Super Monkey is guaranteed to keep the kids (and you) quiet on these long bus, train, plane and car trips. * Easy to pick up and play. * Non-violent fun for the whole family - no health bars or dying. * Five groovy tracks. * Built into high scores. * In-game powerups like smart bombs and
bloon freezers help give you the edge. * 24 awesome Super Monkey upgrades like quad darts, double boomerangs, super plasma, and smart missiles. Bloons Super Monkey App Screenshots Bloons Super Monkey App Reviews This game is good for 30 minutes so you beat short and cute lots of things 8/10! Mc 2936 how! You bought it,
how didn't you know it's freaking impossible!!! Okay, so I have the second game for it and it was great, but when I got this game today it was great let me tell you. You should do a 3rd one if you guys ever have a chance update like 3 years ago don't solve the crash problems and it keeps crashing. But if you can play the game it's really
good cool upgrades and well located Bloons. It only took me two hours Ironmegan I think you do not understand this game is old ninjakiwiws old game had bad grapics I love all the Bloons games. So I thought it would be worth the money. Negative! This game is really good! It runs perfectly on my iPad Pro! This game has pretty awesome
gameplay and upgrades depending on the way you play the game. This game sure brought me back to like 2014 or so. Ninja Kiwi, don't listen to hate! Every time I finish to the main menu, and when I keep going, it doesn't save anything, so can you fix it? I would rate a 5 star if you give me a refund this is too short. I struck 10 minutes or
less give me a refund Tom's Guide is supported by its audience. When you buy through links on our website, we can earn an affiliate commission. See more See more See more See more See more See more See more More information Requires Android4.1 and up Bloons Supermonkey 2 is a very interesting game. All opponents consist
of balloons. The elements of the game screen are intensive and there will be no balls that will make you hang. All you have to do is break through balloons as much as possible to meet the requirements of the next level and to challenge more broken balls. In addition, the upgrade elements in the game are very rich, and weapons can be
added and upgraded separately in left, middle and right.-aPkawarD.coM plays a monkey in the game and uses different weapons in To destroy various balloon enemies. Players can use a variety of weapons to equip their own super monkeys and increase their fighting power while avoiding attacks from their enemies. The image is
beautiful and uses 3D visual effects. The game will include 50 levels, 40 elements, more than 90 weapons, and each level will be a challenging level. Bloons Supermonkey 2 1.8.2 Description Bloons Supermonkey 2 (Package Name: com.ninjakiwi.supermonkey) developed by ninja kiwi and the latest version of Bloons Supermonkey 2
1.8.2 was updated on August 5, 2020. Bloons Supermonkey 2 is in the Action category. You can check all apps from the developer of Bloons Supermonkey 2 and find 84 alternative apps for Bloons Supermonkey 2 on Android. Currently this app is free. This app can be downloaded on Android 4.1+ on APKFab or Google Play. All
APK/XAPK files on APKFab.com are original and 100% secure with fast download. Endless legions of colorful bloons in outlandish shapes and patterns invade Monkey Town and only Super Monkey can stop them! Equip dozens of powerful weapons, unlock never-before-seen Super Monkeys, and use dozens of screen-clearing powerups
to pop each bloon and achieve a perfect diamond ranking.* Fast-action, pop all fun party *90+ live levels, each with unique bloon waves * Colorful, easy to control family fun for new players * Intense skill-based diamond challenges for hardcore players * 90+ live levels, weapons including epic powers like Gaudyf Doomsday, Sidewinder
Ace, and Yeti*40+ bloon shredding powerups like Explosive Shots, Parallel Universe Monkey, and Sun God* Compare level ranks with your friendsTake to the clouds and get popping!-----------Permissions: Bloons Supermonkey 2 can request permission to access your Photos, Media and Files, but the game has no interaction with your
photos or media at all; This permission is only to read and write to your external storage (Files) to buffer rewarded video ads. If there are ever any problems with the amount of stored data, please contact us at [email protected] In-App Purchases: Bloons Super Monkey 2 contains in-game items available for purchase with real money. You
can disable in-app purchases in your device's settings or contact us at [email protected] for help. Your purchases fund our development updates and new games, and we greatly appreciate any proclamation you give us your purchases. Ninja Kiwi Community: We love to hear from our players, so please get in touch with feedback, positive
or negative, on [email protected] If these are things you want the whole community to talk about, please join us on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram: //twitter.com/ninjakiwigames and Streamers:Ninja Kiwi is actively developing, supporting and channel creators on YouTube, Twitch, Twitch, and Mobcrush. If you're not already working with us,
keep making videos and tell us about your channel on [email protected] Bloons Supermonkey 2 1.8.2 Update Dr Monkey has been hard at work in the lab! His new fusion unit means that blops can now be converted from one color to another. Learn more SIGA-NOS Page 2 SIGA-NOS Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps.
Endless legions of colorful bloons in outlandish shapes and patterns invade Monkey Town and only Super Monkey can stop them! Equip dozens of powerful weapons, unlock never-before-seen Super Monkeys, and use dozens of screen-clearing powerups to pop each bloon and achieve a perfect diamond ranking.* Fast-action, pop all fun
party *100 live levels, each with unique bloon waves * Colorful, easy to control family fun for new players * Intense skill-based diamond challenges for hardcore players * 90+ weapons, including epic powers like Doomsday Doomsized, Sidewinder Ace, and Yeti*40+ bloon shredding powerups like Explosive Shots, Parallel Universe
Monkey, and Sun God* Compare level ranks with your friends * Awesome free iMessage stickers included-----------Ninja Kiwi Notes: Bloons Super Monkey 2 contains in-game items available for purchase with real money. You can disable in-app purchases in your device's settings or contact us at a support@ninjakiwi.com for help. Your
purchases fund our development updates and new games, and we greatly appreciate any proclamation you give us your purchases. Ninja Kiwi Community: We love hearing from our players, so please get in touch with feedback, positive or negative, on support@ninjakiwi.com. If these are things you want the whole community to talk
about, then join us on Facebook or Twitter: //twitter.com/ninjakiwigamesYoutubers and Streamers: Ninja Kiwi is actively developing, supporting and promoting channel creators on YouTube, Twitch, Kamcord, and Mobcrush. If you're not already working with us, continue making videos and tell us about your channel
youtube@ninjakiwi.com. Dec 18, 2019 Version 1.8.2 I enjoyed all the games you have released recently and I look forward to more balloon games. Balloon super monkey 2 is one of my favorites. I enjoy the combination of weapons and upgrades. And it's very challenging. But each game has at least one problem. I feel like laser vision and
plasma vision are not too different as far as how much balloons they pop in each level. I tested this and it turns out that laser vision is actually better than plasma. Plus plasma costs more. I got silver using plasma and gold using laser. I think plasma needs a faster rate of fire to be worth it. Another complaint is that DR Monkey forces you to
buy a core weapon for 1000 Blops and I want to save my Blops energy weapons. I didn't want to waste my Blops on a kernel I wouldn't use. It's not so of an appointment, but change it if you can. Let me know when adding or fixing things or making a new game. I love your games and I would play every single one of them if I could.
Complete flip of what I said earlier? Yes, but I found out what was about to destroy it, so now I say what I have to say about this game. It's good, the difficulty is proportionally scaled and there's no real paywall. I've put $20 in after buying this game in the time I've been playing this since day 1, just a purchase, and I can say: it wasn't really
worth it! I mean, there really wasn't much point buying the $20 red blop pack. You can easily earn blops, red or blue, just by playing through an old level a few times or using experiments to collect about 20k red or blue blops. And I must say the addition of Bloontonium to slow you down is an interesting concept that I find to add a good
challenge to your style of play. I love this game, but the ad system needs work. I saw about five ads and got nothing ... IN DRAG!!! So making the ads work is one thing, but another thing is the payout to see it. Like if I'm at 20,000 blops and I need 20,250, surrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr it's handy, but when your at 20,000 blops and you need 25,000 it just
makes no sense to see 50 ads to get 5,000 blops. So to make sure I don't rant about how awful the ad system is anymore, numero uno: Make sure a man gets his blops for spending 3 minutes of his life watching manipulated ads. numero deux (because I took French not Spanish): increase the payout of seeing an ad (cause seriously, I
could have made myself a sandwich in 3 minutes). and last but not least numero trois: stop using manipulated ads that force you out of the game and into the App Store or whatever others are using. But apart from this the game is pretty epic App Support Privacy Policy Policy
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